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DAILY FRIENDSHIP ACTIVITIES

1

NUMBER / MATH WORK
 Colour a numeral on a sheet together.
 Paste paper on a numeral together (gluing).
 Use playdough to make numerals together.
 Use playdough to make a certain number of things together (e.g. make sets of
five balls).
 Help each other with math sums e.g. one child holds up fingers for the other to
count.

2

LETTERS / READING
 Read a book together.
 Paste paper on a letter together (gluing).
 Colour a letter together.
 Use playdough to form words together.
 Read a story together.
 Children look for sight words in book together.
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DAILY FRIENDSHIP ACTIVITIES

3

GENERAL ACTIVITIES / IDEAS
 Colour a picture together.

 Draw a picture together.
 Make things with blocks together or build with blocks together.
 Allow children to whisper answer in each other’s ears.
 Ask children to choose a friend to help them with an activity e.g. if two children
are needed to do a task on the board or to do chores (bring plates to the kitchen).
 Give a compliment to a friend.
 Help each other with tasks e.g. open someone’s snack or tie someone’s lace.

OTHER

FRIENDSHIP
ACTIVITIES
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HELPING HANDS
Aim: Encourage children to wait, take turns and swap.
Materials: Give each pair a sheet of blank paper, pencil and two different
colour crayons.

WHAT TO DO
1. Review the friendship skills wait and take turns and swapping before doing the
activity.

2. Model the activity before you ask the children to do it.
Model the activity example:


“Today we are going to be tracing our friend’s hand.”



“I want Jaheem to come and help me show you how to do it.”



“Each person is going to get a turn to trace.”



“Decide who is going to trace first.”



“Jaheem is going to trace first, so I’m going to hold up my hand like this (hold up hand)
and open my fingers very wide (demonstrate) and I’m going to place it on the paper.”



“Jaheem is going to take the pencil and trace around my fingers very slowly and carefully
(get child to trace your hand).”



“Jaheem is finished tracing, so he gives me the pencil and now it’s my turn to trace.
Jaheem opens his fingers widely and places his hand on the paper and then I carefully
trace around it.”



“We have finished tracing our hands. Now we are going to get two crayons. I will get one
crayon and Jaheem will get the other. We are going to colour some of the fingers on the
hands we just traced and then swap crayons to colour the other fingers.”
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HELPING HANDS
Aim: Encourage children to wait, take turns and swap.
Materials: Give each pair a sheet of blank paper, pencil and two different
colour crayons.

3. Praise (using specific labelled praise) and coach the children as they work.
Praise examples:


“Good job for working together and taking turns using the pencil!”



“Oh wow, you are waiting on your turn to use the pencil, I am so proud of you for using
your patient muscles!”



“Hooray! You guys are working together to trace. You are waiting and taking turns!”



“Wow! You are being so patient waiting for your turn to use the crayon.”



“Brianna and Sasha just swapped crayons, good job!”

 For 3 year olds, do not expect them to swap crayons.
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CO-OPERATIVE DRAWING
Aim: Encourage children to wait, take turns and share.
Materials: Give each pair a blank sheet of paper, a pencil and crayons.

WHAT TO DO
1. Review the friendship skills wait and take turns and sharing before doing the
activity.
2. Model the activity before you ask the children to do it.
Model the activity example:


“Today we are going to share a pencil and paper and draw a picture of our partner.”



“Kayla, please come and help me to show everybody what to do.”



“We have a sheet of paper and one pencil that we are going to share.”



“Decide who is going to draw first.”



“Kayla is going to draw a picture of me on one side of the paper and I am going to pose
and smile for the drawing while I wait for her to finish.”



“She is finished drawing me, so she gives me the paper and pencil.”

 “It is now my turn to draw Kayla on the other side of the paper. It is her turn to pose and
smile.”

3. Praise (using specific labelled praise) and coach the children for waiting their turn
and sharing the pencil and paper.
Praise examples:


“Good job for waiting your turn to use the pencil!”



“Jada is doing a great job posing and waiting for her partner to finish drawing.”



“Excellent Omari! You are sharing the pencil with Jaden.”
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CO-OPERATIVE COLOURING
Aim: Encourage children to work together and listen to each other.
Materials: Give each pair a picture to colour and crayons.

WHAT TO DO
1. Review the friendship skills teamwork, and telling and listening to each other before
doing the activity.

2. Model the activity before you ask the children do it.
Model activity example:


“Today we are going to colour a picture with a partner.”



“Shavar, please come and help me to show everybody how to do it.”



“Shavar, what colour crayon do you want to colour with?”



“I am going to use a blue crayon to colour and Shavar is going to use the red crayon. We
are going to start colouring the picture.”

 “We worked together to finish colouring the picture and talked about what different
colours we were going to use to make it pretty.”

3. Praise (using specific labelled praise) the children for using these friendship skills and
coach them as they work.
Praise examples:



“Great job Shane and Jodi! You guys are working together so nicely to colour the
picture.”



“Excellent! You are listening to your partner’s idea about what colours to use on the
picture.”



“It makes me so happy to see you guys working as a team to colour the picture.”
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TEAMWORK COLOUR ART
Aim: Encourage children to work as a team.
Materials: Give each group of 4 children a blank sheet of paper, different

WHAT TO DO

colour crayons.

1. Review the friendship skill teamwork before doing the activity.
2. Model the activity before asking the children to do it.
Model the activity example:


“Today we are going to be working in teams of four to make a colourful drawing.”



“Jaden, Shamar, Britney and I are going to be a team to show you what to do.”



“The four of us are a team. Our team has one sheet of paper and we each chose a
different colour crayon to use.”



“We are deciding as a team what picture we’re going to draw with our crayons.”



“We are making a nice picture; so we are all going to draw a different part of the picture
with our crayons. I’ll draw the sun, Jaden will draw the house, Shamar will draw the man
and Britney is drawing the dog.”

3. Praise (using specific labelled praise) the children for using these friendship skills and
coach them as they work.
Praise examples:


“Oh Wow! This team is working together to make a beautiful picture!”



“Alex’s group is so awesome at teamwork, they are all co-operating and colouring
together.”



“You guys are doing an A plus job at working on this picture as a team!”

 The picture created by the teams make can be related to the lesson you are teaching or you
can let them choose what to draw.
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CO-OPERATIVE BUILDING WITH BLOCKS
Aim: Encourage children to work together and take turns.
Materials: Give each pair twenty coloured blocks.

WHAT TO DO
1. Review the friendship skills wait and take turns and teamwork before doing the
activity.

2. Model the activity before asking the children do it.
Model the activity example:


“Today we are going to work with a friend to build a tall tower.”



“Ramona come and help me show everybody what to do.”



“We are going to take turns by adding one block at time.”



“Ramona is going to place the first block to start the tower then I will add a block on top
of the first block. Ramona adds another block, then I add another and we continue
carefully to try and build the tallest tower that we can make.”

3. Praise (using specific labelled praise) the children for using these friendship skills and
coach them as they work.
Praise examples:


“Well done Tyler and Kimora! You guys are working together to build a very tall tower.”



“How great, Jason and Ashley are being good friends working together and taking turns
to build their tower!”



“I love how Joshua is waiting for his turn to add a block to the tower!”
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CO-OPERATIVE BUILDING WITH COLOURED
BLOCKS 1
Aim: Encourage children to work together.
Materials: Give each pair twenty coloured building blocks and a car, an
animal or a play person.

WHAT TO DO

1. Review the friendship skills teamwork, asking, telling and listening and praising
before doing the activity.

2. Model the activity before asking the children to do it.
Model the activity example:


“Today we are going to work with a friend to use blocks to build a garage.”



“Akeem come and help me show everybody what to do.”



“Akeem is going to start working on the garage.”

Model and point out the skills needed for the activity. For example:


Asking: Take a block and ask “Where should I put this one?”



Telling and Listening: “Akeem listened when I told him where to put the block.”



Teamwork: “Akeem and I are both adding blocks to make the garage bigger. We’re
working well together.”



Praising: “I like that you are working so well with me, Akeem.”
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CO-OPERATIVE BUILDING WITH COLOURED
BLOCKS 1
Aims: Encourage children to work together.
Materials: Give each pair twenty coloured building blocks and a car, an
animal or a play person.

3. Praise (using specific labelled praise) the children for using these friendship skills and
coach them as they work.
Praise examples:


“How great, Jason and Ashley are being good friends working together so nicely to build
a garage for their cars.”



“High five! You and your friend are working together as a team.”



“Well done Britney for listening to Kayla’s ideas about where to put the next block.”



“Good job for asking your friend where to put the next block Omari.”

Alternative Activities


Make a house for a dolly



Make a farm for animals

Further activities


Once the children have done this activity a few times, let them choose what they want
to make together.
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CO-OPERATIVE BUILDING WITH COLOURED
BLOCKS 2
Aim: Encouraging children to work together as a team.
Materials: Give each pair twenty coloured building blocks and
a car, an animal or a play person.

WHAT TO DO
1. Review the friendship skills teamwork, asking, telling and listening, sharing and
praising before doing the activity.

2. Model the activity before asking the children to do it.
Model the activity example:


“Today we are going to work with a partner to use blocks to build something.”



“Lauren, please come and help me to show everybody what to do.”



“First my partner and I talk and decide what we are going to build.”



“Lauren what would you like us to build? (Take Lauren’s answer) Oh, you want to build a
dolly house?”



“We have decided to build a house for dolly.”

Model and point out the skills needed for the activity. Examples:


Asking: Take a block and ask “Where should I put this one?”



Telling and Listening: “Lauren listened and then told me where to put the block. I just
asked Lauren to put the dolly on the bed to sleep while we build her house and she
listened.”



Teamwork: “Akeem and I are both adding blocks to make the house bigger. We’re
working well together.”

 Praising: “I like that we are having so much fun Lauren. You are a good friend.”
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CO-OPERATIVE BUILDING WITH COLOURED
BLOCKS 2
Aim: Encourage children to children to work together.
Materials: Give each pair twenty coloured building blocks and a
car, an animal or a play person.

3. Praise (using specific labelled praise) the children for using these friendship skills and
coach them as they work.
Praise examples:


“Well done Tyler you asked Kimora what she wants you guys to make and you’re
listening to what she has to say.”



“How great, Jason and Ashley are being good friends working together so nicely to build
a house for a dog.”



“High five! You and your partner are working together nicely as a team.”

 The first time the activity is done, tell them what to make (e.g. make the tallest tower that
you can, make a garage for a car, make a house for an animal, make a house for a dolly).
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CO-OPERATIVE CLAY MODELLING
Aim: Encourage friendship skills.
Materials: Give each pair a good amount of playdough.

WHAT TO DO
1. Review the friendship skills telling and listening, teamwork, helping, asking, praising
and taking turns before doing the activity.

2. Model the activity before asking the children do it.
Model the activity example:


“Today we are going to make something using playdough with a partner.”



“Noah come and help me show everybody what to do.”



“We are going to make a man, so we are going to work together to make it.”



“We have our playdough so we are going to roll it out and start working on our man.”

Model the different skills required- Do the different friendly behaviours and then talk
about them. Examples:



Asking: “I am going to ask Noah if he wants to make the head of the man.”



Listening: “Noah listened to my question and then agreed to make the head.”



Helping: “Noah wants me to help him make the head, so I will put on the ears.”



Praising/Complimenting: “I just told Noah I like the legs he made.”



Waiting and Taking Turns: “Noah is finished with the legs, so he is waiting for me to
finish the body so he can put them on.”

3. Praise (using specific labelled praise) the children for using these friendship skills and
coach them as they work.
Praise examples:


“Excellent! Kayla is listening to Jada’s suggestions of what to make.”



“I like how Jaden and Tyler are working together as a team to roll out the playdough.”



“Good job Dante and Omari! You guys are working together and co-operating to make a
nice big house.”

 You can either tell them what you want them to make (e.g. related to your lesson) or allow
them to plan between themselves what they want to make.
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CO-OPERATIVE CLAY AND STRAW MODELLING
Aim: Encourage children to listen to each other and work together.
Materials: Give each pair some playdough and straws cut in half.

WHAT TO DO
1. Review the friendship skills telling and listening, sharing, asking and teamwork before
doing the activity.

2. Model the activity before asking the children to do it.
Model the activity example:


“Today we are going to be working in pairs to build something using playdough and
straws.”



“Marissa come and help me show everybody what to do.”



“Marissa and I are going to work together to build with the straw and playdough.”



“We roll out the playdough together, then I add the straws while Marissa adds the
playdough.”



“Marissa and I are going to continue working together and try to make sure it stays
standing up.”

3. Praise (using specific labelled praise) the children for using these friendship skills and
coach them as they work.
Praise examples:



“Good job Amanda! You are being a good partner and asking Ashley what she wants to
make.”



“Thumbs up for everybody working together nicely with their partner.”



“High five Joshua, you used a friendly voice to tell your partner what you would like to
make!”



“How awesome! Shavar is listening to his partner’s suggestions of what to make.”
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CO-OPERATIVE POSTER
Aim: Encourage teamwork.
Materials: Give each group of four children old newspapers, catalogues

WHAT TO DO

or magazines, scissors, glue, large piece of blank paper.

1. Review the friendship skills telling and listening, sharing and teamwork before doing
the activity.

2. Model the activity before asking the children to do it.
Model the activity example:


“We are going to be making a poster in teams.”



“Kayla, Justin and Jaheem come and help me show everybody what to do.”



“First we are going to tear up the magazine into small pieces of paper.”



“We are then going to take up pieces of paper, put glue on them and add them to the
paper.”



“We only have one glue so we have to share. Everybody has to wait and take turns using
the glue.”



“Justin and I are going to cut up the magazines. Kayla is going to put the glue on the
paper and Jaheem is going to paste it on the paper.”



“We are all working together to make a pretty poster.”

3. Praise (using specific labelled praise) the children for using these friendship skills and
coach them as they work.
Praise examples:


“Noah is waiting his turn to use the glue. Excellent waiting Noah!”



“This team is doing an amazing job of sharing the glue.”



“Wow! This team is working together nicely to make their poster.”
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BALANCE AND BOUNCE
Aim: Encourage children to listen and work together.
Materials: Ball, piece of material (e.g. sheet, blanket).

WHAT TO DO
1. Review the friendship skills teamwork and listening before doing the activity.
2. Model the activity before asking the children to do it.
Model the activity example:


“Today we’re going to be playing a bouncing game with a ball and this sheet.”



“Everybody come up and I’ll show you what to do.”



“We are going to spread out the sheet and everybody is going to hold on to the ends.”



“Nice! Everybody is holding a piece of the sheet, so I’m going to put the ball in the
middle of the sheet.”



“Now we are going to bounce the ball up and down by flipping the sheet.”



“We have to do it together so that the ball doesn’t fall.”



“So we are going to count to 3 and then flip. So 1, 2, 3 flip!”



“If the ball is over by your end then you roll it to the middle.”

3. Praise (using specific labelled praise) the children for using these friendship skills and
coach them as they work.
Praise examples:


“Excellent! We’re all working together as a class to bounce the ball.”



“You guys are so good at teamwork.”



“Good job left side for telling the right side to roll the ball into the middle.”



“Wow, the ball is bouncing so high, fantastic teamwork!”
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PAINTING OR DRAWING A MURAL
Aim: Encourage creativity and working together.
Materials: Several large pieces of paper, tape, paints and
paintbrushes or crayons.

WHAT TO DO
1. Review the friendship skills teamwork and asking before doing the activity.
2. Model the activity before asking the children to do it.
Model the activity example:


“Today we are going to work in teams to make a class mural.”



“I have taped these papers together to make one big paper so that everybody can draw
and colour on it.” (Put tables together and place paper in the middle then place chairs
around so everyone can work on it at once, or place it on the floor.)



“Everyone is going to get a pencil and crayons to draw and colour a picture.”



“We have to remember to work together, so make space for your friends as we all
gather around to draw on the paper.”



“You can draw whatever you want, we are going to hang it in the classroom when it is
finished.”



“Also, if someone has a crayon you would like to use, please remember to use a friendly
voice and ask.”



“We are sharing the crayons and the paper.”
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PAINTING OR DRAWING A MURAL
Aim: Encourage creativity and working together.
Materials: Several large pieces of paper, tape, paints and
paintbrushes or crayons.

3. Praise the children for working together to produce the class mural.
Praise examples:



“Jaden just asked Omari to pass him the blue crayon, good job Jaden, you used a nice
friendly voice.”



“I am so proud of you guys working together as a team to make a pretty mural for the
classroom.”



“Excellent Aaliyah! You just shifted over to make space for Dante around the table.”



“Everyone is working together as a team to finish the mural.”



“How awesome! Marissa drew a butterfly and now she and Noah are colouring it
together.”

 Let small groups of children work on the mural at any one time if this is easier to manage.
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FRIENDSHIP TREE
Aim: Encourage friendly behaviours in children.
Materials: Large piece of paper, ‘leaves’ cut out of paper.

WHAT TO DO
1. Draw a large tree on the piece of paper and put a title “Our Friendship Tree.”
2. Whenever you notice a child using a friendly behaviour, write their name on a leaf
along with the friendly behaviour.
E.g. “Ashley shared her dolly.” Stick the leaf on the tree.

3. Encourage children to be friendly and let them know that when the tree is full then
the class gets a reward (e.g. ice-cream day, movie day etc.).

